Since 1983

Whiskey, Release III
1999 Whiskey lot, released in five bottlings

Key Facts:


Third release from 1999 Collector’s Whiskey Series (20,000

gallons of bottle ready Pilsner distilled by Miles & Marko

Karakasevic)


100% Two-Row Barley grown & malted in British Columbia



Double-distilled in an Alambic Charentais Pot Still



Aged 6 years in new American White Oak barrels (charred

#3 Gator Skin), and 8 additional years in stainless steel tanks, which

Technical Facts:

allowed all the barrel flavors to integrate.


This release is bottled at 132.4 proof / full barrel strength /

unfiltered


10 barrels chosen for the 14 year old release - 224 cases



Flavor Profile: Aromas of caramel and vanilla lead to flavors of

maple syrup, vanilla, rich caramel, cinnamon, leather, tobacco, dried

Alcohol:

66.2% ABV

Bottle Size:

750 ml/12 Bl.

Origin:

Northern CA

CA Suggested Retail $425

stone fruit, even marzipan… lush, rich mouth-feel and lingering
finish

ROBB REPORT - Holiday Host's Guide 2014

"Top 50 Spirits of 2014" Wine Enthusiast
5 STARS/HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Spirit Journal

Distillers’ Notes:

When my father & I distilled this whiskey in ‘99, we decided to release it in waves so
whiskey fans could experience the evolving flavors just as if they were at the Distillery. Now, with 14 years of
age, the hops have settled into the mid palate while the toasty richness from the American oak barrels carries the
bold main body. Allowing it to age additionally in neutral barrels is adding a roundness as all the flavors
marry. Some want to add a splash of water, some won’t. Be ready for an explosion of flavors of caramel,
toasty vanilla all in layers that unfold & linger on & on. It's number III in the collection.
Marko Karakasevic, 13th Generation Master Distiller
Bar Top Finish
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